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Colors Preferred 
Communication Style
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• Type your first and second colors

• What was the spread between your lowest color and highest? Mine 
was 31-49)

Let’s chat . . . 
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Analytical

What frustrates you when working with others?
When are you at your best?
What do you have to watch out for?

Driver
What frustrates you when working with others?
When are you at your best?
What do you have to watch out for?
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Sensate

What frustrates you when working with others?
When are you at your best?
What do you have to watch out for?

Influencing

What frustrates you when working with others?
When are you at your best?
What do you have to watch out for?
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• What are the practical applications for this in your home?

Let’s chat . . . 

Things to Remember
•Use it to play to strengths not weaknesses

•Don’t overuse it

•Be sure people aren’t demeaned by it

•Careful not to categorize people
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Leader A & Leader B
COMMUNICATING YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE

THE LEADER YOU WANT TO BE

The Struggle Between Leader A & B
“Leader A” mode, the part of us that can hold 
a broader perspective even in the face of 
challenge, complexity, or struggle with greater 
ease, effectiveness, and resilience.

Leader A lens, problems look like 
opportunities for us to flex our expertise and 
hone our skills. We feel energized, fully 
present, and satisfied as a leader, even during 
those inevitable crunch times.

Leader B is the part of us where, in the face of 
struggle or challenge, we resist the moment or 
situation at hand and become stressed, 
ineffective, or reactive.

In Leader B mindset, problems can feel 
insurmountable, and we may find that our 
effectiveness, presence, and internal 
satisfaction have been compromised.

The real danger is that if we are not aware, we 
can end up in Leader B mode for so long that it 
becomes our operating norm, and not only do 
we become less effective, but so do our teams 
and possibly our organizations.
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Looking through Leader A & B Lenses

• Use words to describe how you feel and operate in Leader A mode

Let’s chat . . . 
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• What is a proud, Leader A mode that you had during COVID?

Let’s chat . . . 

• What was a Leader B moment that you had during COVID

Let’s chat . . . 
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Which 
one wins?

Homework
Spend two weeks observing yourself in action and 
then intentionally reflect on those times when you 
were particularly effective and at your best – what 
mindset, choices, and behaviors did you 
demonstrate? 
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What Gets in the Way . . . .
. . . and creates the shift between Leader A and Leader B mode is a coping mechanism

The Four Pitfalls
Four types of pitfalls we typically fall into, which keep us in a cycle of stress, ineffectiveness, 
negativity, or feeling overwhelmed. I call them the Four Pitfalls of Doing:

The I’ll Just Do It Now Pitfall

The I’ll Just Do It Later Pitfall

The I’ll Just Do More Pitfall

The I’ll Just Do It Myself Pitfall
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The Four Pitfalls
The I’ll Just Do It Now Pitfall (Time) 

Mindset: Fixated on getting things done ASAP. Our responses can be knee-jerk and impulsive. 
Thrilled to cross things off the list until you realize the list is endless.

Mode:  Leader B mode begins to shape all as an emergency. Emails, conversations are all 
marked with intensity and disproportionate to the moment.

You radiate tension and notice every ding of your email or phone and react immediately

Consequences: when you let down, you like get sick, suffer from exhaustion, anxiety

What You Communicate to Your Team:

What that makes them do and feel:

The Four Pitfalls
The I’ll Just Do It Later Pitfall ( (procrastination)

Mindset: putting things off for a better time

The mode: In Leader B mode you’re continually side-tracked; always putting others needs ahead 
of your own agenda and goals; perhaps avoiding conflict, jobs you hate or as a result of having 
weak boundaries

Consequences: Your own work, networks, goals for the day (or life), health don’t get met

What You Communicate to Your Team:

What that makes them do and feel:
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The Four Pitfalls
The I’ll Just Do More (Volume)  Pitfall-false comfort, crammed with volume, motion and activity.

Mindset: If we work harder and longer, we’ll add more value, get ahead 

The Mode: We become clouded by all that’s going on and lose track of how our work and 
choices are connected to passion, contribution, meaning or progress.

Consequences: exhaustion with little satisfaction

What You Communicate to Your Team:

What that makes them do and feel:

The Four Pitfalls
The I’ll Just Do It Myself Pitfall (Overdependence on ourselves)  

Mindset: bottlenecks that are detrimental to our teams, our goals and ourselves. Doing low 
hanging jobs cause we like them;

Mode: Offers from others to help are refused

Consequences: overloaded, stressed and doing way more than fair share

What You Communicate to Your Team:

What that makes them do and feel:
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• New regulatory guidance released last week around visitation 
required a lot of communication, work and changes. In Leader A 
mode what might you do to get your community prepared. What 
would a Leader A response look like?

• What pitfall might hang you up?

Case Study

What does it look 
like or sound like

What emotions or 
feelings does it 
trigger

What is the impact 
on you, your goal or 
others

What action can you 
take to shift out of 
this pitfall

I’ll do more

Ill do it now

Ill just do it myself

Ill just do it later
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Habitually feeding Leader A allows us to turn any pitfall to performance enhancer

The Five Elements
Purpose1

Process.2

People      3

Presence  4

Peace               5
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1. Purpose
Remain grounded in your passions 
and contributions. It takes 
conviction to ensure you are doing 
your highest and best work and 
that your work has meaning and is 
making a difference.

Purpose = your contribution + your 
passion

• What’s Your SuperPower?

• How do you protect it?

• How do you grow it?

Let’s chat . . . 
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2 Process

PROCESS: Rely on daily practices 
and routines that honor your 
natural energy rhythms, enhance 
performance, save time, help you 
restore, and provide critical 
guardrails that keep you on point.

Positive habits = Positive Energy

Color Coding Quadrants
Set Power Hours
Set HOME ZONES
Reminders
White Space
Processes that Recharge and Restore
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3 People
PEOPLE: Raise your game by 
raising the game of others at work 
and at home. Increase your 
resilience with healthier 
boundaries and rules of 
engagement with others.

Leverage + Empower + Inspire

People
People directly contribute to our Leader A mode when they bring their energy, capacity and 
support

People can contribute to Leader B mode when they drain energy and resources
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• How do I strengthen the current state of the team?

• Where are there opportunities to grow the teams skill (or even one 
person’s)?

• How do I communicate my desire to help them grow?

Let’s chat . . . 

4. Presence
PRESENCE: Strengthen your inner 
capacity to pause between 
stimulus and response, so matters 
of effectiveness and impact drive 
decisions and actions, rather than 
old habits or knee-jerk impulses.
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• How is the

Let’s chat . . . 

5 Peace

PEACE: Learn to trust your 
capacities to evolve, adapt, and 
respond to whatever comes your 
way. Lead from a place of 
acceptance, gratitude, and trust, 
rather than a place of stress, 
striving, and ego protection.

ACT
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Case Study

Your 45-bed facility is in a county with 15% positivity. 90% of the residents have been vaccinated. 

What will you communicate to family and community about visits in your building?

How would this be different if you had 65% resident vaccination?

What processes do you need to 
communicate?

Documentation of plans/decision-making

Screening

Visit scheduling

Visit supervision

Outbreaks 

Admission protocols
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Proactive communication on visitation

Think about how you will use 

communications with families 

and loved ones to stay ahead 

of the curve with regard to 

visitation

1. Initial communication

2. Reinforcement at time of visit

3. Recurring updates (weekly?)

4. Notification of pausing visitation

5. Notification of resuming visitation

Leader A Response
Theme Goals

Welcome back Create a shared sense of excitement and relief. Set a positive tone for 
future communications. Reinforce shared goals.

Communicate risks Make the risks of reopening for visitation clear before they potentially 
come to pass.

Establish ground rules Be specific about what safe visitation looks like in your facility, and what 
is required from families and caregivers to achieve it.

Clarify the process for pausing 
visitation

Be clear about what the events are that will prompt you to pause 
visitation, and what the process of pausing visitation will look like.

Map out future communications List out when and how families and caregivers will hear from you 
moving forward. 
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Adopting Your Style to Meet the Moment

1. How do people feel in this zone?

2. What action do you need to take as a 

leader?

3. What’s the key take away for this zone?

4. How can you prepare for the next zone?
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References
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